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Looking after an aging parent can be a trip of a thousand kilometers, each 1 sparking a
breakthrough in personal growth and understanding. Probing questions following each story
help you reframe events within your own eldercare encounters so you can emerge with not
merely fresh new perspectives on eldercare but improved purpose, power, and happiness.
Coming of Age with Maturing Parents charts these milestones through compassionate and
occasionally humorous real-life stories.
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An awesome book Gail Goeller has the talent of getting her lifestyle with her elderly relatives
into a style that not merely makes one cry however in the next second one is laughing in what
existence brings. Coming of Age helped me understand I needed to get in the shoes of my
sister and help shoulder the load, an activity that actually brought us much closer. I had kept
in touch with Impie and was saddened when she began to show the signs of Alzheimers. Forty
years later I look after dementia/ Alzheimer's we need more books like Gails to make us
realize life will not end, but it can continue being joyful when at the same second it could be
sad. Goeller shares her encounters with her own aging parents and in-laws and the medical
diagnosis of her husband with Younger Onset Alzheimer's disease.. Goeller shares her
experiences with her own aging parents and . Thanks a lot Gail for providing me back
remembrances of your in laws... In households, the adult kid that absorbs the major load of
responsibility for eldercare generally burns out and loses their health along the way. I also feel
the trip in the land of Alzheimers can bring you closer to your loved one, its a journey no one
wants to take but one we can learn from.... Existence is a journey and it could get pretty ugly,
we just need to find out to laugh and enjoy every moment we have with our loved ones. Her
openness and sense of humor, along with believed provoking questions, is crucial read for us
baby-boomers and others dealing with parent-aging challenges. A great addition for your
library. Very great and well written. She writes with a loving and touching blend of humor and
true to life experience. Excellent book! I had a need to laugh in order to read some painful
chapters, which are brief, but raise tough queries. I especially appreciated the questions
raised,the aphorisms ("In the event that you entertain notions of outwitting your parent, you
could be in for a rude awakening")and the insights. Confronting Family Dynamics I laughed
and cried throughout the entire book. factual. Gail Goeller's book isn't just for people coping
with aging parents. Tender insight into their journey with both tear Great read--touching &
Really enjoying the publication! Her candid types of writing lets visitors feel as though they
have known her through her years to be a caregiver. Real. So funny, so true We appreciated
the laughter and this woman has wit. Sensible look into dealing with our lived ones moving
into their final chapter. The content is essential for all of us as we get into the senior age
group, whether we are encircled by family to assist us when required or we are living alone
with no one to help us navigate the complexities of existence that come with getting older.
Ms. Goeller's many suggestions about preparing for a time when maintaining full mental
and/or physical functioning might not be possible relate with us as individuals, as well as to
those people who are or will be responsible for looking after an elderly relative or friend. We
gain understanding and insight through Ms. Goeller's eldercare expertise, along with through
her personal encounters, about navigating this component of our lives or looking after family
or close friends who want our assistance through the last years of growing older. Five Stars
Great details told in a warm, funny and touching method. She talks to us through the web
pages of her book as though we were sitting following to her on her behalf couch. The non-
public stories open the door for readers to admit they could need help with their personal
ageing parents.Note: You won't see an "Amazon Verified Buy" because I received the book as
a gift. Honest, Sensitive, Funny, and Helpful Thank you for composing this book! I strongly
recommend this book, not merely to children of aging parents but also to all of us getting into
their final years. Your questions prompt a perfect inquiry without getting an onerous, didactic
“to do” list. And your honest humor actually makes this book fun to learn. Coming of Age with
Aging Parents ought to be widely examine by whole families. Four Stars Really candid voice in
dealing with aging parents. Loved the appendices - especially Eldercare Duties and A Model



for Family Conversations.. I caused Gails mother in law Impie I was in my own early 20's and
she trained me a lot about life.
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